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Abstract. The Property in Islam (Imam Muhammad Abu Zahrah’s Perspective).
Based on an observation through many communities, it is obviously that people are very careless on the possession of property, or even merely to get the advantage from it. They used not to think about, but prefer to neglect, the rightness of owning, the rightness of acquiring and the rightness of spending the property. In their mind is whatever they can gain, irrespective to the ethic and moral on the way of reaching and gaining, is totally belong to them, and they are free to do so ever. It is a very liberal concept of property. As a way of life, Islamic order ruled all aspects of life including the ownership of the property. There many verses of Al Qur’an as well as the teaching of the prophet Muhammad PBUH about the property. Imam Muhammad Abu Zahrah, the famous and prominent Egyptian muslim scholar in the first twentieth century who has great intention and desire of the implementation of Islamic law was one who has keen interest on the issue of economy, especially on the issue of usury (riba). He has written several articles, papers and a book as well, on the subject of riba. Moreover, he has also written a set of Qur’anic Interpretation in which he commented on some verses concerning the property and wealth.
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Introduction

At the beginning of our discussion it is better to said that the most visible phenomenon among the people is that many of them are very careless on the possession of property or even to get the advantage from any. They used not to think about, but prefer to neglect, the rightness of owning, the rightness of acquiring and the rightness of spending the property as well. In their mind is whatever they can reach to and gain, irrespective to the ethic and moral on the way of reaching and gaining, is totally belong to them, and they are free to do so ever. It is a very liberal concept of property.

Moreover, the economic life system or the materialistic life paradigm is seems to be secularist more than Islamic, or at least, moralistic or philosophically based on. In addition to this reality and fact, the difficulty of survival in the daily life made some people supposed that there is no more system of economy or system of property owning than what is happening and done by majority of them. So they are very careless of the inviolability of the property.

Above all, because of that reality and fact, and some misunderstanding of religion concept there are some scholars of Islam among muslim scholars who try to interpret the Qur'anic text (verses) merely depend on the case and fact. Or better to say, to justify the reality of life with the verses of Qur'an. But not to pick the Qur'anic teaching up to the life, or to build up the life depend on the doctrine of Qur'an, as it is ought to. They forget that religion, instead of saying the Qur'an and the Sunnah, is the last of four sources of knowledge and truthfulness or guidance as well that must be the last judge of any case and problem of life. Many of economic thoughts, at least in the concept of property ownership are not referred to the religious teaching, and merely based on human thought and the theories as well.

In general sense, property is physical or intangible entity that is owned by a person or jointly by a group of persons. And many people understand that depending on the nature of the property, an owner of property has the right to consume, sell, rent, mortgage, transfer, exchange or destroy his or her property, and or to exclude others from doing these things. There is no more in their mind than a belief that the right to own property is a part of human nature and that is related to the instinct for
survival and self preservation. Even though the nature has undergone the changes, but, anyhow the nature of property rights depends greatly on the kind of philosophy or ideology. And it seems that philosophically among people concern to the theory or attitude that physical well-being or material success and worldly possessions or progress constitute the greatest good and highest value in life\(^3\). Consequently, people are directed by the thought and attitude as well of gaining the wealth and collecting the property as many as they can, and usually neglecting the code of ethic and moral.

Many people do not concern to the way they acquire and collect the property. Many people are careless of spending their belonging and wealth. And many of them do not aware of the rights of property and the claims on it as well. They only understand that the owner of property is free to consume, sell, rent, mortgage, transfer, exchange or destroy his or her property, and or to exclude others from doing these things. They think that Islam has not a concept of property ownership or the doctrine of materialistic life, and only teach its people the ritual worship.

So far, it is perhaps beyond their knowledge that ten centuries (one thousand years) before the most well known economist, Adam Smith (1723-1790), proclaimed his economic theory, there were many muslim scholars who has written (though not in specific book) about economics from an Islamic point of view. Moreover, three centuries before Smith’s life Ibnu Khaldun (1332-1406 M/732-808 H) -the well known of earlier muslim sociologist- has offered his idea and thought on the economic theory through his well known book, al Muqaddimah or Prolegomena. Yes, this monumental work was written in the frame of history and sociology study, but there was fundamental point of view on economic aspect. The chief concern of this monumental work was to identify psychological, economic, environmental and social facts that contribute to the advancement of human civilization and the currents of history\(^4\).

Shortly, the economic issues i.e. the property ownership, the interest of bank, the usury (riba) etc. are not excluding the Islamic teaching and not beyond the muslim scholars concern as well. Imam Muhammad Abu Zahrah, the famous and prominent Egyptian ulama in the first twentieth century who has great intention and desire of the implementation of shariah was one the ulamas who has keen interest on the issue of economy, especially on the issue of usury (riba)\(^5\). He has written several
articles, papers and a book as well, on the subject of riba. Moreover, he has also written a set of Qur’anic Interpretation (Tafsiir) in which he commented on some verses concerning the property and wealth. And for this precious opportunity, the writer wishes to know his thought and conception on the property (al mal) as cited and written in his Qur’anic Interpretation named “Zahratu al Tafasir”.

**Imam Muhammad Abu Zahrah in Brief**

It is to know that Abu Zahrah, who has a complete name; Muhammad bin Ahmad bin Mustafa bin Ahmad bin Abdullah was one among prominent ulama in the first twentieth century. He was known as the brave and fundamental scholar who has great attention to the factual problems and high spirit for struggling the truthfulness and condemning any kind of injustice. He was been known as the prominent ulama in the implementation of syari’ah. He has a clear and fluent word which makes easy to be understood and not implies any ambiguity. He has high ability on a dialogue and discussion with strong memory of the reasons and proof. He used to express whatever comes into his mind frankly and bravely especially against the injustice and tyranny. He has written many articles, especially for the magazine of “Liwa’ el Islam”, papers for both regional and international conferences or seminars, and books. He wrote in several fields of Islamic studies, i.e. Islamic Jurisprudence, Ulumul Qur’an and Tafsir, Aqidah and Islamic Thought, Religious Studies (Comparative Religions), Knowledge of Da’wah and Social Economics studies.

Abu Zahrah was born in 29th March 1898/1316 at the city of Western Province which is called Mahalla al Kubra, and situated at the northern of Tanta. His family was among the well known and esteemed families at Mahalla al Kubra. It was known as religious family and Islamic broad minded family as well. His grand father Sheikh Mustafa, due to his broadness of religious and general knowledge, and his steady position among the people of Mahalla against the tyranny, was known as the Master of Mahalla (Sheikh al Mahalla). Abu Zahrah was grew up in this highly regarded family.

He started his intellectual life and scholarly career at the elementary school named al kuttab from which he studied reading and writing. Then he continued his
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study at the high school from which he memorized Al Qur'an and studied several general knowledge, such as mathematic and geography.

In 1913, when he was 15 years old, Abu Zahrah continued his study at Al Ahmadi Academy in Tanta. After he has completed the program, in 1916, he was enrolled at Shariah Judicial School, for he has gained the first position in the admission test selection. He spent 9 years duration for completing the program in this school which was he got his doctorate degree (*al shahadat al’alamiyah*) in 1925. Due to his high dedication to the knowledge and his prefer of teaching activities he did the Diploma program at Darul Ulum. He completed the program in 1927. And in the same year –as he was appointed as teacher in provisional program of Darul Ulum– he started his teaching activities.

In January 1933 Abu Zahrah started his academic activities. He was appointed as lecturer in Faculty of Ushuluddin, at Al Azhar University. By that time he prepared several recommended books for his lecture, such as *Tarikhu al Jadal* (History of Polemics), *Al Khitabah* (Rhetoric) and *Tarikhu Al Diyanat al Qadimah* (History of Ancient Religions), and started writing any kind of book which is he concerned. There are at least 41 tittles of the precious book written by Abu Zahrah. Among his monumental books is the book of Ulumul Qur’an (*al Mu’jizat al Kubra; AlQur’an*) and Qur’anic exegesis or Qur’anic interpretation named *Zahratu al Tafasir*.

It is better to know that *Zahratu al Tafasir* was compiled in the latest several years before the die of Abu Zahrah. That is why this Tafsir has not completed or covered the whole Al Qur’an yet. It is only up to verse no. 19 of surah an Naml (27) and consists of 10 volumes. The book was printed and distributed by Daar el Fikri el Araby.

This humble paper is trying to explore Sheikh Zahrah point of view on some issues concerning the property i.e. the understanding of property or the interpretation of *al mal*, the understanding of provision (*rizq*), the conception of blessing (*barakah*) and glimpse on the danger of usury (*riba*) in the acquisition of wealth and property.
The Property in Islam

To discuss any matter of life from Islamic point of view one should refer to the basic Islamic sources of teaching and doctrine; AlQur’an and al Sunnah (the prophetic traditions), and to derive his thought and idea from both. Concerning to the discussion on the matter of property there are numerous categorical references in the AlQur’an (verses) talking about it which are mentioning that God is the sole owner of all things in the heavens and earth (QS 2 : 107, QS 2 : 255, QS 5 : 120, QS 48 : 14)\(^\text{11}\)

Anyhow, it is necessary to understand firstly the etymological concept of the word property (al Mal) in order to reach to the correct understanding of the property conceptually and practically.

The word *mal* or *al mal* of Arabic is translated into property or wealth in English language\(^\text{12}\), which is mean any physical or intangible entity that is owned by a person or jointly by a group of persons\(^\text{13}\). It is mentioned in *Lisan al ‘Arab* dictionary that *al mal* is derived from *mawala*, and means whatever belong to you from among the things. Originally, Ibn Athir said, the word *mal* is only related to the possession of gold and silver, and then generalized to an achievement and ownership of the goods and assets\(^\text{14}\). It means that whatsoever owned by human being is considered as *al mal*. And the fuqaha’ (Islamic jurists), of course, have their own definition on *al mal*. They said that *al mal* is whatsoever possible of the possession, the acquisition and the utilization as usual utilization\(^\text{15}\). But in this occasion we are not going to discuss the jurists’ views and understanding, as well as their debates on this subject.

For the starting point, every muslim should understand that Al Qur’an has given an obvious teaching and principal concept that everything is owned by Allah (God), and that property in the absolute sense belongs to Him. Allah is the ultimate and unlimited owner of all that is on earth. Allah has said:

\[
\text{بِلَدَّ مَلُكُ السَّمَاءَاتِ وَالْأَرْضِ وَمَا فِيهَا وَهُوَ عَلَىٰ كُلِّ شَيَّءٍ قَدِيرً}
\]

*To Allah belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth and All that is therein, and He is able to do all things*\(^\text{16}\).
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The other verse indicates that actually human being is only the trustee of Allah on the earth. This makes man’s ownership conditional, contractual and effectively fractionally. As long as he remains worthy of God’s trust he has to enjoy the use and advantages of God’s property. Therefore his ownership of the property must be operated in the frame of this trust. Allah has said:

\[ \text{وَانْفَقُوا مَالَكُمُ الْجَرَاءَ فَآتَنَّهُمَا مَالًا وَلَا تَعْتَدُوا فِي الأَرْضِ مُفَسِّدِينَ} \]

\[ \ldots \text{And spend of that whereof He has made you trustees, and such of you as believe and spend (in Allah's way), Theirs will be a great reward} \]

And it is very obvious that the property and wealth belongs to the human being is actually bestowed by Allah, and all are owned by God and belong to Him alone. That is true, for mankind has no power and opportunity to work except from and because of the grace of Almighty Allah. Whatever done by human being in order to earn and collect the property and to survive in their life is no more than logical consequences of the life itself. But man cannot become an absolute owner, since ownership of all things, including man himself, belongs to God. Allah has said:

\[ \text{وَأَتُوهُمْ مِن مَّالِ اللَّهِ الَّذِي إِنَّكُمَ} \]

\[ \ldots \text{And give them something yourselves out of the wealth of Allah which He has bestowed upon you} \]

However, it does not mean that, as human beings, then we do not have the right to own property. Not so. Anyhow, whatever provided by Almighty Allah is become our responsibility to consume it and to invest it as well, due to the rule of Allah. His Almighty has said:

\[ \text{سَكُلُوا وَأَشْرُبُوا مِنْ زَمْلِهِ الَّذِي وَلا تَعْتَدُوا فِي الأَرْضِ مُفَسِّدِينَ} \]

\[ \text{Eat and drink of that which Allah has provided and do not act corruptly, making mischief on the earth} \]
Eat of the provision of your Lord, and be grateful to him.....21

O You who believe! spend of that with which we have provided for you, before a day comes when there will be no bargaining, nor friendship, nor intercession22.

and spend (in charity) of that with which we have provided you, before death comes to one of you23.

In fact, there are many sayings of the prophet Muhammad saw, as well as his deeds (Hadith), concerning the wealth and property, i.e. the sayings related to the property transactions (al mu’amalat al maliyah) such as trade; buying and sale, loan, leasing etc. But, in the issue of the establishment of Islamic property philosophy just let’s think deeply the following;

It will be nevermore terminated both of any creature’s feet in the day after before questioned about four characteristics: about his age; how did he spend it, about his youth period; what did he spend it for, about his property; how did he acquire it and what did he expend it for, and about his knowledge; what did he work on it for.

Some muslims people have a misunderstanding on the concept of provision (rizq). They think that Allah will directly grant them this provision and provide it to
them automatically, as He has said that no living creature is there on earth but its provision is due from Allah. “There is no moving creature on earth but its sustenance dependeth on Allah. He knoweth the time and place of its definite abode and its temporary deposit: all is in a clear record”\(^{25}\). So, they are lazy and don’t want to work hard. Moreover, due to their misunderstanding on some verses and prophetic tradition texts about the trial of children and wealth, they do not want to struggle for seeking the enlarged provision by Allah. But, some of them have misconception on the ascetic life (zuhd). They think that this style of life means self embargo from the possession of property and wealth, or self withdrawal from the worldly life as well. No, it’s not like that. The true zuhd is having the wealth in plenty without keeping it in minds but renounce it, and spend it in charity and for the sake of Almighty Allah\(^{26}\).

They forget that Allah has given them the complete equipments and tolls to undergo this life. Allah has subjected all that is on the earth to all mankind\(^{27}\), but subjected whatsoever is in the heavens and whatsoever is in the earth for the mankind\(^{28}\). Therefore the provision that has been stretched and increased by Allah to all mankind must be sought. And not be waited. Allah has said:

\[
\text{إِبَّالَدِينَ تَعْبُدُونَ مِنْ دُونِ اللَّهِ لَا يَعْلَمُونَ لَكُمْ رَزَقًا فَأَبْنَغُوا عَبْدَ اللَّهِ}
\]
\[
	ext{آَنْفَقُوا وَأَعْمَلُوا وَأَشْكَرُوا إِلَيْهِ تُنْجِعَهُمُّ}
\]

*Verily, those whom you worship besides Allah have no power to give you provision, so seek your provision from Allah (Alone), and Worship Him (Alone), and be grateful to Him. To Him (Alone) you will be brought back*\(^{29}\).

\[
	ext{فَإِذَا قَضَيْتُ الْعَصَلَةَ فَأَبْنَغُوا فِي الْأَرْضِ وَأَبْنَغُوا مِنْ فَضْلِ اللَّهِ وَأَذْكُرُوا اللَّهَ كَثِيرًا لَّعَلَّكُمْ تُفْلِحُونَ}
\]

*الفتحون*
Then when the (Jum’ah) prayer is finished, you may disperse through the
land, and seek the bounty of Allah (by working, etc.), and remember Allah
much, that you may be successful\textsuperscript{30}.

Almighty Allah has preferred some people above others in wealth and property,
whether they are muslim or non-muslim. The preference of Allah provision is due to
His grace and will as He gives wealth and sustenance to whom He will, and He doesn’t
give it to whom He will as well. “And it is He who has made you generations coming
after generations, replacing each other on the earth. And He has raised you in ranks,
some above others that He may try you in that which He has bestowed on you. Surely
your Lord is Swift in retribution, and certainly He is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful”\textsuperscript{31}

Therefore, in order to not misbehave upon the fact of differential and
superiority of the provision, which is usually conducted improperly by many muslim
people, Rasulullah Peace be upon him has reminded us that a man -in the sight of
Allah- is measured not with his property and wealth. It has been narrated by Imam
Ahmad that He said:

و إِنْ اﷲ َﻳُﻌﻄِﻰ اﻟﺪُﻧْﻴﺎ ﻣَﻦْ ﳛُِﺒﱡﻪُ و ﻣَﻦ ﻻ ﳛُِﺐﱡ، وﻻ ﻳُﻌﻄِﻰ اﻟﺪﱢﻳْﻦَ إِﻻﱠ ﻣَﻦ أَﺣَﺐﱠ، ﻓَﻤَﻦ أَﻋْﻄﺎﻩُ اﻟﺪﱢﻳْﻦَ ﻓـَﻘَﺪْ أَﺣَﺒﱠﻪُ )رواه أحمد(\textsuperscript{32}

Verily, Allah will give him who He likes and dislike the world, and will not
give the religion (din) only to whom He likes. So who has given the din
meaning that Allah is, really, love him

Because the wealth and children are the adornment of the life of this world
therefore the word “world” is used directly in this hadith. And it is very obvious in
reality of life that Allah grant the provision to anyone whom He whish.

The principal idea that must be kept in the mind of all muslims is that everyone
of them has to struggle in his life and to seek the provision of Allah, which is stretched
around of the earth and heavens, through the right path and then, eventually, spend
his belongings for the correct aim and in the right way. Shortly, the muslim must
understand well the limit of property rights, the legitimates acquisition of property,
the ethics of property rights and last but not least is the claim on the property.
Abu Zahrah’s Perspective on Property.

The Understanding of Property (al Mal) and Provision (al Rizq)

The word *mal* and all its derivative words are mentioned in the Holy Qur’an more than 80 times. It is indicating that the matter of material aspect (property) get the great attention in Islamic system of life. For Islam does not separate or differentiate between material life and the spiritual one. There is tight inter-relation in between.

The word *mal* or its derivation in the Qur’an is mentioned firstly at verse no. 155 of surah Al Baqarah (2). In which Allah Almighty reminding all mankind that He will test them with something of fear, hunger, lost of wealth, lives and fruits. But Abu Zahrah doesn’t give any specific commentary and doesn’t interpret the word *al amwal* which is mentioned in the verse specifically. Zahrah starts giving the commentary on the issue of property while explaining the meaning of the word *rizq* or its derivation (*razaqnahum*) in surah Al Baqarah. According to Abu Zahrah the word *rizq* means all kinds of the gift (*al ‘ata*) from Almighty Allah including animals, money, foods and residence which are giving the pleasure and enjoyment.

Abu Zahrah didn’t agree with the view of some ulamas who say that the true provision of Allah is only the lawful (*halal*) one. According to him, Allah has given whatsoever needed by human being, and their selves who make the provision of Allah become lawful or unlawful one. Then he mention verse no. 59 of surah Yunus:

قُلِ أَرَادَتمُ مَّا أَنزَلَ اللَّهُ لَكُمْ مِنْ شَيْءٍ زَرَقْتُ فَجَعَلْتُهُ حَرَامَةً وَحَلَالَةً قَلْ طَعَنَّ أَلَّاَلِهِ أَذْرَبُ

Say (O Muhammad to these polytheists): "Tell Me, what provision Allah has sent down to you! and you have made of it lawful and unlawful." Say (O Muhammad): "Has Allah permitted you (to do so), or do You invent a lie against Allah?"
Moreover he insists that human’s belongings and property is not, in fact, the result of their pure effort but also from the given provision of Allah\textsuperscript{36}. Allah is the only who provide or not provide the provision to whom He wish. Whatever you spend from your property is not from yourself but from the only Provider, Allah swt..

According to Abu Zahrah the basic principal of obtaining the property is respecting the others’ ownership and passing the true path for it. Avoiding the unjustly ways of getting the wealth, such as stealing, robbing, deceiving etc. and preventing the unlawful method one. Allah says : “and eat up not one another’s property unjustly (in any illegal way e.g. stealing, robbing, deceiving, etc.)…..”

And about the using of word ‘eat’ instead of take or collect, Abu Zahrah explain that the fundamental motive of collecting property and obtaining the wealth is due to objective of having meal and eating\textsuperscript{37}.

Shortly, Abu Zahrah believe that the possessive expression \textit{(amwalakum)} used by the verses of collecting property indicates to the public purpose and public interest of the property ownership. Basically, all properties are belongs to public. It is provided to the individual ownership and personal property for the sake of people.

**The Understanding of Infaq**

The word \textit{infaq} is derived from the word \textit{anfaqa} which is mean to spend\textsuperscript{38}, to expend, i.e. to spend the provision of Allah, to spend the property for the life. Everyone should have the awareness of spending his property properly and correctly. It will come into the existence if he belief that whatsoever belong to him is not purely from his own effort, but from the kindness of Allah; from the provision of Allah which is stretched for all human kind.

\textit{Infaq or nafaqah} is also means the on spot gift or donation as a matter of charity. It’s the realized donation obligated by the own necessity of who gives it or the necessity of the community he live in and the social necessities\textsuperscript{39}

To use the expression of \textit{al sadaqah} (alms) instead of \textit{al infaq} (spending the property) is to indicate that the complimented of declared spending of the property is the charities in which a pupil intend to reach the satisfaction of the Lord, with the prove intention and a pure heart\textsuperscript{40}.
Interpreting the word *infaq* Sheikh Abu Zahrah reminds us that to gain the rightness (*al haqq*) one should struggle and work hard. And spending the property for others or for public interest (*al maslahah al ‘ammah*) in the sake of Allah is among heavy struggle and hard work. That’s why Abu Zahrah reminds us about struggle and jihad. Moreover, the infaq verses in surah Al Baqarah is historically and philosophically relating to the property expenditure in the path of Allah done by Abdurrahman ibn ‘Auf and Uthman ibn ‘Affan r.a. during the war of Tabuk.

In order to get the promised reward from spending the property in the cause of Allah one has to do it in the pure soul (*طيب النفس*); without reminders his generosity, or mentioning it to others, without injury and without any intention of being to be seen by others. For who has expended his property in order to be seen by others is considered become a polytheist. Rasulullah saw said: “Anyone who offer praying due to be seen by others is considered to be a polytheist, anyone who fast in order to be seen is considered to be a polytheist and anyone who give charity in order to be seen is considered to be a polytheist”.\(^{41}\)

Furthermore, concerning to the acquisition of the property and its expenditure Sheik Abu Zahrah said: “In fact, Allah is the only who provide the property for them so they can spend it for others. He is the only who affect and stir their heart so they kind to give the others. And, He is, in fact, the only owner of them and whatsoever they spend and all of their deeds”\(^{42}\). So, the expression of (*لهم أجرهم عند ربهم*) their reward is with their Lord is indicating to the very kindness of Allah. Allah has granted the reward, and man should not worry about. Therefore they have to spend their property sincerely and only for the sake of Allah.

According to Abu Zahrah, spending the property in the way of Allah and for the sake of Allah is the only way out of property problematic. The guarantee of no fear and nor shall they grieve for who has spent their property properly implies that the well managed property will produce social security; give the happiness to the giver and the enjoyment to whom being given. Moreover, it will be no more way of securing the property of the have man and protecting it as well than spending it in the right
way. So, to some extent the poor man can enjoy with that property, and the public
interest get its right also\textsuperscript{43}.

The Conception of \textit{Barakah} (Blessing)

In addition to the understanding of property and the spending of it (the expenditure) is better to also know and understand as well Abu Zahrah’s conception of the \textit{barakah} (blessing). The word \textit{barakah} it self means \textit{al nama’ wa al ziyadah}\textsuperscript{44} (the growth and the increase). It means the unlimited and senseless divine benefaction of anything, with non sensible addition.\textsuperscript{45}

The first time he offers his concept on \textit{barakah} is during the explanation of the reward of those who spend their wealth (in Allah’s cause) by day and night, in secret and in public. While explaining the first reward; \textit{فَلَهُمَّ أَجْرُهُمْ عَندَ رَبِّهِمْ} (they shall have their reward with their Lord), he said that it means the reward with the comfort place (paradise) at the day after and in the world as well which is indicated by the existence of \textit{barakah}, and also with the merit of mutual assistance and synergism which is resulted by the charity and the spent of wealth in the cause of Allah.

Conclusion

Islam in its very essence is religion of justice and equality. That is mean that to understand it one should refer to its basic sources in order to get proper starting point of view upon all problems occurred.

The problem of poorness, the lack of property, or it is used to called the problem of social welfare, is the global problem faced by all nations and countries all over the world. That is true because the matter of property is concern to everyone and every group of people. To solve this problem or at least to discuss on it needs the right understanding on the issues surrounding the property.

Many muslim people have a misunderstanding and misconception on the issue of property. Some are very pessimistic and only understand that the property is automatically provided by Allah. Some are very prejudice and only know that property is the trial of Allah, so they become apathetic. And some other are very
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careless. They just think how to acquire the property and how to collect it, irrespective -to some extent- to the ethical value and religious doctrine.

Sheikh Muhammad Abu Zahrah was among the prominent ulama (Islamic scholar) in the first twentieth century who gave the enlightenment on the concept and understanding on the matter of property. His book on riba (usury) is very monumental and precious book on the issue of property. Moreover, his Zahratu al Tafasir of Qur’anic exegesis gives the broad knowledge on the Islamic teaching from all its aspects, including the economic aspect of life, especially the understanding of the concept of property.
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